It’s RUN-TRUST-IC!
GUIDELINES
FOR GUIDE-RUNNERS
OR SPORT CLUBS
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1. Introduction
Sport and physical activity are increasingly being recognised as a vehicle for positive impact through,
for example, cultural cohesion, gender equity, education, and social inclusion. However, disabled
people’s participation in sport remains low and questions have been asked about how best to enable
their engagement. Disability sport is often offered through segregated provision and participation
framed around the Special Olympics and Paralympics. However, the UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities Article 30 states that participation in mainstream sport should be a right
for individuals, and research into initiatives that promote interaction between groups from diverse
backgrounds through sport suggests that social impacts can be transformative for all those. The
Mixed Ability model is an innovative approach to achieving this.

2. The project partnership
The Erasmus+ project “It’s Run-trust-ic!” was born in 2018 by the following partners:
The Coordinator: LIBERAVVENTURA ASD is an Italian multi-sports association that performs
outdoor sports in the natural environment. The active and structured sections are the
Running & Trail, the Canoe and Kayak, the Sport Fishing and within each sections
promotional activities and competitive even for disabled athletes are carried out. The club
started the “Blind Project” in June 2017, thanks to the initiative of some trainers who had
friends that are visual disabled athletes. The club started accompanying them to run in a
group, reaching in a very short time very good results.
International Mixed Ability Sports (IMAS) is a not-for-profit organisation based in the UK,
which promotes a proven model of inclusive sports through education, peer engagement
and practical participation in the community, supplying knowledge and co-produced
resources to National Governing Bodies (NGBs), sports clubs, amateur and professional sport
personnel across the world. This methodology is known as Mixed Ability Model.
Fundación Deportiva Municipal Valencia (FDM) is a Spanish public body (Municipality of
Valencia) focused in improving sports and physical activity in the city of Valencia (Spain).
They manage the whole sport in the city, its sports facilities and sports events. FDM was
created in 1981, as an autonomous entity of the City Council.
ASA (All Service Access) is a French non-profit organization that works on accessibility in
sport and other in France, specifically working on accessibility for visually impaired people.
ASA is working with UEFA and FIFA on major sporting events, notably on the CAD (comments
on audio description). In addition, it cooperates also with the Fédération des Aveugles et
Amblyopes de France and with Handisport on developing our main common topic, that is
accessibility.
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3. The Mixed Ability approach
The Mixed Ability model aims to promote social inclusion through sport, education and advocacy.
The practical element, Mixed Ability sport, encourages social inclusion by integrating players
regardless of dis/ability into a mainstream sport setting in their local community, playing nonadapted sports. Mixed Ability sport emphasises the importance of regular, frequent and sustainable
provision, self-determination, club membership and opportunities for social interaction for all. In
this respect, it differs notably from other approaches that promote a separate and/or adapted
approach to participation.

Inclusion at a grassroots club level
When we talk about including people with a wide range of abilities in grassroots sports clubs, a
number of factors can be identified as facilitating a positive impact. For example:
1) Inclusion works best when there is an ‘organic process’ driven by a ‘Champion’. This is someone
who drives the Mixed Ability agenda in a club, an organisation or independently, and often has
personal experience of facing barriers to sports participation and is passionate about removing them
for others.
2) Some participants suggested that impact was facilitated when clubs are already actively working
towards inclusion and offered a more ‘welcoming’ environment, opening their doors to other
‘excluded groups’, for instance refugees or asylum seekers. Community sports clubs that want to
represent their local community, genuinely increase participation in sport and have a positive
impact are more likely to be places where Mixed Ability and inclusivity activities will thrive.
3) A positive impact is facilitated where there are plentiful opportunities for social interaction,
where the venue and schedule allow for socialising spaces.
4) Support from NGB and engagement with local authorities is an important driver for Mixed Ability
sport and could facilitate impact through funding and supportive policy.
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HAVE A CLEAR VISION. Setting out expectations is a crucial moment, DON’T UNDERESTIMATE A ARTICIPANT’S ABILITY. Mixed
be very clear about what you are trying to achieve, what kind of sport or
activity this is, keeping in mind that we want to promote equal
membership, in dependence and inclusion in a mainstream club.
GET STARTED. If there are participants who want to join in, then find
a club and just get going. If people can see what it’s about in practice,
then it is much easier than trying to explain it in a meeting room.
GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE INVOLVED. A champion/driver or qualified
coach who will be able to keep training challenging for participants of all
abilities are essential. Also, if you know anyone with links to a disability
service provider, school or college which has people with disabilities it
makes it easier to spread the word and have a supply of participants.
USE EXISTING EXPERIENCE. A presentation to the Club committee
can be a good starting point to attract. Don’t forget that participants with
disabilities will become your best role-models.
CREATE A ROUTINE. You can create a sense of routine through
regular training sessions, activities within your local community, logistics
arrangements: don’t underestimate the power and the sense of
belonging a jersey and a badge can create.
ASK QUESTIONS. No one knows everything, and every participant is
different. Communicate, try to involve your participants in determining
what they want and what is good for them.
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Ability sport is not just for athletic people who happen to have an
intellectual disability. Like any regular sport person, all participants will
have something to offer the team and club.
DON’T CHANGE THE RULES. Mixed Ability sports uses the same
rules and regulations of the mainstream sports. So don’t advertise it as
something else or a modified version of the activity.

DON’T ADD DISABLED PLAYERS TO AN EXISTING ACTIVITY.
Don’t use an existing ‘special’ group and add a few participants who
happen to have disabilities. Mixed Ability should be a new experience
for everyone involved and should be open to all – young, old,
experienced participants, those new to the sport or new to the club.
DON’T BE AFRAID TO MAKE MISTAKES. It’s like your first match
or run, you might have watched a lot of games, runs, or races, but the
real pitch is a different matter.
DON’T TREAT MIXED ABILITY AS A SPECIAL PROJECT. The
Mixed Ability team is just another team in the club, with the same
rights and duties of any other team. Mixed Ability participants are
equal members of the club.
DON’T BE OVERPROTECTIVE OR PATRONISING. Independence
is a journey, allow people to make informed decisions, but don’t make
decisions on their behalf.

Recommendations
1. Affiliation and membership. Aim to have Mixed Ability integrated fully with the national
governing body. If it falls under the same community network as the other activities and
clubs in your area then it is not dependant on a few people involved, it becomes part of the
system.
2. Play local. Play matches against other local teams who are not Mixed Ability sides. Do races
and activities in your local communities. Use local facilities. This increases awareness in the
wider community and makes it ‘normal’ and ‘acceptable’ to see participants with disabilities
in the same place with everyone else.
3. Offer pathways. Once your activity is established, look to have pathways in and out of Mixed
Ability. Underage or youth teams will give a supply of players from within your own club.
Also, if players join the Mixed Ability activity in the club and want to compete at a higher
level, create a link with the other teams in the club so that this can be facilitated.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tips for coaching Mixed Ability
Aim to coach a Mixed Ability team the same as any other team playing the sport. Teams at
all levels have participants of varying abilities.
Don’t limit content by assuming participants won’t be able to do things – aim high and try
it out – if it doesn’t work then you can break it down before building back up.
Coach all aspects of the sport to participants – skills, team plays, and fitness. Try to make it
as fun as possible and praise effort, not first place!
Ensure the team ethos matches your coaching ethos and have clear goals for what you and
your players want to achieve.
When it comes to the competition, reward effort, not the result.
Winning isn’t everything! Focus on the experience. Continually improving as individual as
well as a team will reap greater long-term benefits and sustainability.
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4. Technical aspects: if you want to be a runner-guide
It is difficult to list a schematic list that can make it clear how one should behave when running with
a blind athlete; there are many points to take into consideration, in some ways the trivial ones for
the runner-guide can be fundamental for the blind athlete.
Golden rules for the runner-guide:
1) SAFETY. There are some useful strategies to ensure the safety of the athlete and his
guide, especially when we talk about road running:
The athletes should have a bib that must be as visible as possible, so colours
such as orange or yellow, with black lettering are the most visible to motorists,
motorcyclists, cyclists. The writing must be short but immediately
understood, it will be placed both in the front and in the back.
What binds the two athletes? A simple lanyard: the length and the material
are not established by any regulation if we talk about road running, what is
different is the track running which we will not discuss. The lanyard could have
a length from 40 to 60 cm while the materials can be made of rope that is not
too rigid or too thick. Possibly made of fabric, much lighter; I would avoid
rubber bands as they fail to convey the correct movements. In the event of a
fall, the ends of the lanyard must not be too tight, the hand must come out
easily, decreasing the possibility of injury.
2) CONFIDENCE. It is not so obvious, although we think that it can only be achieved in time,
it is equally true that communication is a very important element between the two
athletes. In our opinion, this part is more important for the blind athlete, trusting their
runner-guide. The guide will have to convey it by making it clear that they know what to
do in all circumstances; let’s remember that we are running on the street or on cycle
paths and not in an athletics track.
3) EMPATHY. This concept could be synthetized into:
a) Verbal listening, this is the simplest and most understandable language, like: I’m tired,
let’s slow down for a few meters, I need a moment to resume direction. Anyway, needs
are not always the same and they don’t always happen at the same time.
b) Listening the body’s needs, this is a different matter. Not everyone has automatically
this kind of sensitivity, but let’s try to give some examples: when we are engaged in a
workout or in a competition, paying attention to our body language can help a lot;
hearing the athlete slow down, feel the heavier step, feel the breathing or the
coordination of the arms can help the two athletes. Feeling that the athlete moves
towards you because they perceive an obstacle is an element of communication, they
are communicating in this way because blindness has a thousand “shadows”, it is not
total darkness, or at least not for everyone. We take many factors for granted, only with
the consistency of training they are felt and understood. For some coaches or running
mates, the choice of an asphalted road surface is sufficient, while a stretch as straight as
possible becomes more important than the road surface. Try to close your eyes and try
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to be pulled left and right for a few times and you will understand what I want to explain.
Nevertheless, every athlete is different.
4) STEADINESS. It’s not just about training
but above all, consistency between the guide
athlete and the blind athlete. Establish precise
workout routines: which path you will do,
what time you will run but above all with
whom, it is of fundamental importance for the
athlete; the sum of these arrangements
means that the athlete does not always have
to wait for last-minute confirmations, creating
anxieties that will certainly compromise the
result and I'm not just talking about
performance. We have to work a lot more on
this last point than just physical training.

5) PATIENCE. Running tied to a lanyard is not so simple if you want to do it properly, the
attentions are many and just stretching your arm could create a misunderstanding
among the athletes; the thought might be: you're pulling me and I can’t coordinate my
movements. Another point that could create a bit of nervousness is the time to do a
certain action: get dressed, tie your shoes, etc. for us everything is easy for others a little
less.... PATIENCE.
6) SHARED AND UNIQUE LANGUAGE. The language must be unique, the same for
everyone, clear and understandable. First, it must be shared in advance: anticipating in
the correct times puts the blind athlete in a condition of control, I don't mean relaxation
but mental control. I cannot indicate a curve to the right or left as it happens, but I have
to anticipate it by making it clear the angle of the curve, the duration of the curve and
when is over. Even the straight line alone must be described, but also the climbs or
descents, the change of the road surface must be communicated, but let’s try to best
describe some points.
What if we describe what surrounds us? Let’s see. What is beautiful for us is also for
those who are not lucky enough to see it, so why not describe this?
On your right there are trees with a thousand colours, yellow-green leaves that are
falling. The sky is blue like the sea or like water. Creating similarities helps a lot; we think
that many blind people have become blind due to illnesses, so they have a legacy of
colour memory.
Let's go back to our technical language, with some examples:
The departure:
Shared lanyard; is communicated by saying: 1-2-3 let’s go ... The result is a departure
without jerks and simultaneous.
Finding the synchronous arm immediately, without this everything becomes difficult.
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Stay as close as possible; this does not mean stuck but neither behind nor forward.
What to indicate:
All straight road, without holes or obstacles. Even or uneven ground. We try to convey
only the essential and if we see an obstacle such as a pothole that we can avoid, let’s not
communicate it. We communicate what is strictly necessary.
The curves:
Anticipate indicating: curve to the left or right in 4 steps and immediately
communicating: Now.... you close, you close, you close, you close indicates a 90° curve
while if we communicate with two CLOSE and then straight we communicated that the
curve is not that tight. Curves to them are the most complex but in any case, we will
communicate it in this way: in 4 steps there will be a bend, the first on the left
immediately after to the right. Summing up we will say: immediately on the bend: left
bend close, right bend close, straight road.
Let's make comparisons of a journey we have taken.
Ups and downs:
Positive or negative slope. Let's make comparisons.
We communicate the distance at the start of the climb, the slope, the speed to get to
the top; we see it and our brain has already worked out how to manage the fatigue, how
long it is and when it will end, as well as for the descent.
7) SHARING THE ROUTE. By indicating the route, let’s not forget to indicate whether on the
sides of the road, paths, dirt roads etc. are they safe or if they have cliffs or something
else, this communication is also essential. Holes should be avoided, road breaks must be
indicated, roots must be indicated, bumps must be indicated, any uneven ground must
be indicated, exposed branches must be avoided and indicated. You could not
communicate holes, breaks in the road surface, exposed branches only if you have
mastery of the space and if these inconveniences are minor, but all this can only be
decided by the guide based on his experience and safety. Indicating only an obstacle is
not enough, when we are talking about root, sidewalk, etc. you will also have to
communicate to raise your feet well, to slow down or even stop. Communicating a bump
we could say by anticipating the obstacle: "bump up now, bump down now", as well as
for the sidewalk.
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5) Recommendations of inclusive sport events
What makes a sport event inclusive?
In the Valencia half marathon of October 2021, the participation of disabled people is facilitated
through specific rules, that state:
Entries by handicapped runners:
All disabled runners falling within one of the 4 special categories, will be given a 50% discount on the entry
price, bearing in mind the dates and prices given above.
To compete in one of the four special categories (wheelchair, functionally disabled, sensorially disabled,
disabled handicapped), the entry must be made through FESA (Federación de Deportes Adaptados de la
Comunidad Valenciana) [Valencia Federation for Special Sports Categories], whose contact e-mail is:
direccion-tecnica@fesa.es, and whose telephone number is (+34) 963 465 726. FESA has the expertise,
knowledge, and experience to ensure handicapped sportsmen and sportswomen are placed in the right
categories.
All athletes who, for any reason, cannot make their entries through FESA, will not be classified in any of the
four special categories for disabled participants and will not be eligible for a discount.
Each blind or visually impaired athlete (B2) who so requires shall be entitled to be accompanied by a guide
whose entry will be completely free. Such entry may only be made through FESA. Only one guide can be
allocated to each blind or visually impaired athlete.

Here you can find some recommendations, proposed by the Municipality of Valencia:
1. LOCAL NETWORKS. At the local level, it is important to have the collaboration of
entities or associations of blind people so that they, through their experience and
knowledge, provide training to potential guide persons. Athletics sports clubs are a
good way to go to raise awareness of the existing problems and fragilities, that are
considered during the sport event. We recommend establishing an annual calendar
to put people interested in volunteering in contact with local clubs, in order to create
solid networks.
2. SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT. From a Local Authority point of view, it is necessary to raise
awareness to show society the problems faced by different groups in order to carry
out sports activities. Citizens will be more aware, feel engaged and give their own
contribution to the event.
3. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION INVOLVEMENT. The Local Authority should be engaged
by sport clubs and supported in setting up channels to involve the citizenship and
launch awareness campaigns. The local municipality should encourage popular races
to organize the participation of people with different types of disabilities, adapting
distances and the time necessary to complete them. Likewise, the race regulations
should indicate, in the case of blind people, the safest way to participate in the event.
They can start in front of the starting line before the rest of the participants and on
the side of the road so that the rest of the participants can pass them safely.
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